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A study of wo'rking capital is of major importance

because of its close relationship with current day-tO-'day operations
of a business.

Inadequacy or mismanagement of working capital is one

of the causes of business failures.

Working capital should be

sufficient in amount to enable a cooipany to conduct its business on
the most economical basis,

~lithout

financial stringency and to meet

emergencies and losses without danger of financial disaster.
working capital may be as unfavourable as its inadequacy.

Excessiv•

"In fact

the availability of excess .rorking capital may lead to carelessness
about costs and 1 therefore, to efficiency of operation."

(1)

'

The

shortage of >rorking capital increases the risk of insolvency whereas
its surplus the risk of inefficiency and overliquidity.

To determine

the working capital requirements of firms no set rule or formulae can
be established or applied as a large number of factors of differing
importance that change over time influence the need for tl1e >rorking
capital.

The required magnitude of working capital hardly remains

constant as firms' requirem.11nt of its (1;orking capital) is determined
by the size, nature as well as the efficiency and level of activity.
The available size of working capital fund is the final
result of the inward and out,;ard

flo~<

of funds.

Imbalange in the

optimnm size of the working capital fund tskes place when unfair and
uneven mqvement of the streams of im;ard and
place.

out~<ard

flows take

Again, ;rhen the funds are impnudently allocated to business
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requirements imbalance of fund is caused because of the imbalances
in demand and supply of it.

Therefore 1 a study of the size of fund

and its imb:ilances helps in disclosing the inconsistencies and
incoherencies contained in the current working of the industry.

A

meaningfUl analysis of finance function of an industry woUld remain
inconclusive and incomplete unless a thorough study of the size,
nature and flows of working capital fund is carried out with the
help of analytical tools.
The expression •working capital' is generally interpreted and used in two different >ISYs 1

-

"to signify not only re-

sources in current form -- that is 1 the current assets -- but also
(2)

the excess of current assets over current liabilities."

The

former interpretation is quantitative in character, since it represents the total amount of funds used for current operating purposes.
In this definition current assets are considered to be gross working
capital and the excess of current assets over current liabilities as
net working capital.

The latter interpretation signifies that the

working capital represants the excess of current assets
liabilities i.e.

~ver

current

"the fund of the current assets which woUld remain

if all the current liabilities were paid assuming no loss or gain
.
(3)
in converting current assets into cash."
In other words, "the
working capital represents tb.e fund of current assets that have not
been supplied by current, short-term creditors.
vided by the long-term creditor or shareBolders.•

It h..rbeen pro(4)

p

This difini-

tion is qualitative is character, since it shows the possible
availability of current assets in excess of current liabilities. It
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represents an index of financial soundness

01'

margin of protection for

current creditors and future current operations.

In our stucJ1 the

term working capital has been used to denote tllis qualitative aspect,
i.e., the excess of current assets over current liabilities or net
working capital.
The WOl'king capital fund (net) is a surplus at a 110int
of tUlle and changes with the change in tUlle.

It is inseparable t':roa

the flows of funds themselves i.e. inward and outward, and consequently the movement of working capital as a fund is dynamic and Deve
a static one.
If the current sources of funds are always meant for

current uses, the wOl'king capital (WC) becomes a non.-hegative and
non..'zero variable that equilibrates the current sources to current
uses.

That is :

= CL+WC
or Total Current Uses = Current External Sources
t:A

Internal Sources.

+ Current

Therefore, funds used in CA are ei tber supplied externally by CL or by the internally generated t'und styled as we which
has its backing from bolfb the 1 fixed zone 1 and •current zone '•

In

the case of current zone, the sources are the NP and depreciation; c_
and in llllle case of fixed zone the wey s are tbe liquidation of fU.d
assets and the ac'tlisi tion of 1long-'term liabilities. 1
However, in ceit'tain cases working ca,pital might a,ppear
as a negative one; but that does not indicate the

~tive

value of
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the fund itself but of the parameter which discloses the excess of CL
over CA and is indicative of

t~e

fact that external. sources have not

been properly and fully put into the uses of CA.

In other words, a

negative working capital is a negative liquidity and is disastrous
for the firm.
WC fund is a non..zero non-negative variable and henae,
it is a

positi~

one but of short-term.

Its size is illt'luenced b;v

any change, howsoever little, in the current zone or tixed zone of.

firumcial premises.

'ti!Ji

The size of the WC may fluctuate but unless

such fluctuation is duly matched with the demand factor for it, it
cannot be appreciated as over-supply or WC entails opportunity cost ol
funds.

If' turnover of \'iC is not properly geared up, though liquidity

is strengthened the protitability is impaired.

at.milarly, its under-

supply threatens the liquidity and thereb;y increases the risk of
insolvency.

These call for prompt decision and tim'4;v action to

improve and correct imbalances.

Hence careful pllanning and close

control of we 1n consonance with polic;v of sound firumcial management
subject to exceptional measures is required.
ditlon.

It is a necessary con..

However, in normal conditions, the matching principle

'long-term sources fer long-term needs and short-term sources for
Short-term needs' need be applied.
In Terai Tea Industry, the efforts fer plannillg the We
calls for a close scrutiny as it appears that
properly

~lanned

we have not been

or controlled in an intelligent and efficient

manner. There is not a single company in Terai, which has not
experienced the sad plight of negative we, and mere than 50 pe>(eent
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or the sam!lle units experianced this sad Plight throughout the perioc

under our study.

!!UI!Iber

sapt'lle units showing mgatiD we

:.

I

I

Year

or

1974 ['1975

l'l1111ber or
Sample
Units.

l2

].3

I

1976
l5

I~
14

I

-

'

1978
:L4

l

,...

1979
15*

.

1980

1

:L4**

I~Iii'
tl

13••

*Published annual report or one c~a111 colll.d not be obtaiWid
. as its Annual General M!!eting did"bot take !llace till August

1983.

•• .AGM or two companies did not take place till Japst 1983.

The holding or excessive CL over and above the C.l has
been tile J1redom1nant feature or not onlY :l:erai zo.l¥! but or almost
all tea units or West Bengal. , :rile causes are technical, economical
.and financial.

The predominant rew or these are 1
i) Ex:penses on cultivation and other routine heads

including repairs are so high in the pre-'Operating and lean opera-·
ting periods that cash expenses during this period cannot be met by
limited balance or funds; and, hence, the management or firms has to
resort to borrowings.
11) The time gap between operating period and trading
period causes dela;rs in the inflow or funds needed to discharge the
current obligations.
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111) Differentials had to be provided on ration to labourers throughout the year.

(The concessional rate comes to 20,02%

of government subsidised rate ror the public in Terai),
To reveal the size and nature of we conditions in Terai a
raw ratios are tabulated below:

T~ -' IV.ll

Wgrld.ng

Year

I

IfiiWC

Capital

1

Batios

I

INVWC

Ni'li'c

:II. ,~:11::1:;
j2.911iet;

:1974

j

8,2383

_, 1.9668

-

1975

.: 5.1733

_, 1.7086

-· 0.1056

-••

1976

_, 7.0486

-' 2,0933

.: 0.5265

1
.:

1f¥77

- 9,3991

- 2.6149

- 0.6685

- 2.7577

1978

- 5.3428

- 1.8560

1979

- 4;1623

l.980

- 3,3589

15!81

- 2.675!4

Mu.M.

- 5.6753

*

1

- 1.6704
- 1.5037
1.7755

- 1,1245

0.1901*

-· o.7445

0.4611*

- 0.2362

- 0.0696

.

2.i4294

0.3862*

0.3104*

- 0.7900

-

0.6036

0.1485!*
-· 1.5472

Both the variables are negabille.
The NS'iC shows a asymetrical bi-modal distribution with
(5)

a negative co-efficient of Skewness

(-0.5579).

NS could not

stimUlate we as with the steady rise in NS (2,3393 times during the
per'iod under review) 1 the negative balance of we (i.e. Wrease in
CL) also increased, but disproportion&Dely,

Again 1 NS does indi-
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-cate merely conversion of finished goods into cash or account receivables which are eA items;

so, i f CL could have been reduced from the

proceeds of liS, the lie turnover might have gone up.
turnover of

In Terai the

we reveals the low generation of funds through sales

(1974-77) and hence could not be applied to discharge the current

liabilities.

In the later period, the position "orsened.

NS con-

tributed negatively in the way of fund generation for lie (1979-81) and
thus the erosion of whatsoever available fund forced

eL to swell re-

sulting a decrease in the turnover itself.

As throughout the period the value of we was

ne~ative,

and as lvC is a non-zero and non-negative variable the condition of

\~C

of firms having only positive balances have been judged to test the
. validity of the aforesaid observations.
The validity of findings based on negativity of this
parameter value (Table IV.2) have again been tested considering only
those sample units that disclose positive balances of
'WC:CR (new)' J.

we L-Table-II.7,

The distribution of 'I'ICT!l (liew) 1 also indicates the

same pattern i.e. negatively skewed (co-efficient of sknewness
-0.6352) and disclose tl1e same characters as have been marked above an<
before (Chapter II

P.15

)•

Unbearable strain was put on the

inadequate amount of WC resUlting overtrading in working capital fund,
ultimately leading to an increase in CL.
Considering this more or less partly satisfied condi-'
tion further tests to get a clear idea about the relativity of net
sales with the >rorking capital, which involves measurement of the res-

.

ponse in \>fC that can be expected to result from a given change in the
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independent variable NS have been carried out basing both on the
negative values with respect to all the sample units and also on the
positive values with respect to sample units that indicate only the
positive values.

The test concerns especially

>~ith

sales elasticity,

profit elasticity and net-fund-flow elasticity of we.
SALES ELASTICITY OF WC.

The term 'elasticity• connotes measure of the rate
at which dependent variable changes in response to changes in the
independent variable.

In other words

~'it

is an indication of effect

on the dependent variable of a change in the value of one of the
(6)

other variables (independent)",

The sales elasticity of working

capital (SeWe) provides a clear picture of the relativity of lfS witll
the we than that of a turnover ratio.

In the relationship between

N8 and we the former is independent and the latter is a dependimt
one.

Hence the linkage becomes:
we

=

(NS)

f

Therefore, mathematically, it can be shown that :
SeWC

= .o. we

+AI

=

•

we

=

l> we

Am'

A '1/C

~

=
(WhereA We

(As bee ause we and NS are

expressed in the same
unit).

•

NSWe•

'

(AiiC/ANS) (WCTR);

C<NB!We = (NSWe);
(l'ISWe

a rati!1.7

= WeTR)

is a co-efficient)

ANS
7~

SeWe discloses the degree of responsiveness of we with respect

to a change in NS; and in the last line of derivation of the aqua-
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-tion WCTR has also been blended into this elasticity equation.
Based on elasticity theorem, the numerical value of the co-efficient
helps to infer that:
(a) when SeviC(l,
( i) the fluctuation in the value of NS is comparatively smaller between two po~ts of time, t 0
and t 1 • As a result there would be very
smaller addition to we; for, per unit change in
\IC is lm;er compared to uni1:ary change in NS.
Thus there will be an increase in ea,
But a
higher rate of change in US than that of the we
would cause decrement in the value of WCTR; and
thus there is comparatively lesser addition to
the CR.
(b) when SeWC

=1

(i) The propartionate change in the value of NS is

equal to proportionate change in the value of
We (i,e • .:. WC/WC = ~N!VNS) and, thus WeTR
remains constant, Other things remai;rlng the
same 1 the selling activities wUl cause the CL
to rise that Will be equally compensated by an
increase in eA thus we wUl remain constant.
(c) when

sewe

>

1,

(i) it discloses a rise in NS at higher levels causing the smaller size \fe to increase sharply at
a higher rate and at the same time, the numerical value of \fCTR increases.
But in such conditions the impact of the steady rise at higher
level of sales >~Ul tend the CL to swell leading to an unfavourable en.
The net effect of the change in NS (i.e. b. NS) is Ultimately being transferred and transformed into AWe (i.e. movement
of funds generated through sales).

Hence, ho;1 far NS affects the

can be judged from SeWC (Table-IV,3) presented beloli:
(Please see

~xt

page)

l<e

TABLE - IV,3

SaJ.es elasticity .of wgrkio.g capita]. (SeWCl
Year

I

SeWC

1975

s,8l23

1976

(-) 2,9213

1977

3,0401

1978

(-) 8,8956

1979

2,3510

1980

0,1591

1981

(-)14,3002

The NS is a POI{erful source of \·1C in tea industry but in
Terai it needs a close scrutiny,
of working capitaJ. is topsy-turvy,

The movement of the saJ.es elastielty
The proportionate changes in

in most cases have not matched proportionate changes in NS.

lfc

In a

given period, the increase caused by the marginaJ. difference in prices
and in the CA forces the ivC to inflate by the profit margin; but
during the same period increase in CL might be caused by the
in the amount of interest payable to account payables.

This improves

the possibUity of discharging the CL sooner or later.
incrustry account payable are di.Mctly linked to stock

increa~

But in Tea
~f
?

tea by way

of hypothecation to the crop to assure their discharge fran the saJ.e
proceeds.

Since both account payable and the stock relate to current

liabUities and current assets respectively, the corresponding changes
in these two elements control the size of we.

The negative sign of
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of

Sel~C

:11.1 indicative of the non-match of the movement of NS with

that of 'IIC.

The higher values (both positive and negative) of SeWC

(1975 1 1978 and 1981) are because of a much disproportionate change
in between 1</C ·and NS.

Ttms, the lo<r value of SeWC moved compara-

tively much higher or lo10er 1 as the case may be,

In Terai 1 the sales

elasticity of >IC in most of the times (three out of seven years) were
below unity level.

The funds from the current zone have been used

to meet the long term liabilities instead of short-term one and even
transferred to fixed zone for improvement of the cultivation, thus,
causing a reduction in whatsoever available WC.
depletes even below unity level.

As a result SeviC

Again, long-term funds have been

used for current zone to run the operational activhies and thus
causing the <tc to inflate,

All these connote acute shortage of

we.

A further examination, adjusting the inflow of longterm funds to current zone and, likmn se 1

outflo~l

of current funds

to fixed zone, discloses the similar topayturvy movement of the sales
elasticity of 11C and reveals the impact on the flows from and to
fixed zones (Table-IV .4).(EXHml:l!-~Sl),
TABLE - IV.4

1975
1976
l977
1978
1979
1980
J.981

7.1651
0.0340
5.0481
2,9337
(-·) 0,9972
(-) 1o5702
5,884!!
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The differences in signs and values are because of
the nollo"inclusion and the exc usion of funds that originate from
and transferred to fixed zone •

Again, the higher values are also

because of the small changes

the higher NS, the denominator, re-

sulting in a comparatively 1

ger change in we because of its smaller

size in absolute terms e:xcept

hat of 1977 when increased sales with

a favourable price

.uted fairly to CA and the WC touched

its peak point.

W P!!OF.rr

TO WORK:OO WIT AM.

The net profit is the source of we.

However, in

short-run NS increases the we but the actual size of WC is

det~

precisely after the payments of noU.:.bost items 1. . interests, diVi;;!
dends and taxes.

The ralationship between NP and we can be shown as:

NP + Depreciation

= Inflow of WC.

NS - Cash Expenses = Inflow of WC.
Hance we can be linked with NP to f'indout tbe significance of this source as well as its contribution in the generation
of' funds for tbe C.A.

It can be shown in tbe fallowing vq'

=

NPWC

The NPWC rim either because of rise in liP or fsll
of WC or i f both moves in the same direction then, in tbll former case
NP moves faster or in the latter case we falls faster.

The growth

in this ratio is an indicator of' the fact that FA are restricting the
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level of eA that are necessary to carry out voln•tQOus sales.
other words, NP is not properly backing..llp tbe
freezed in fixed asset zom.

we,

In

but is being

:!:he resUltant effect is the paucity

and strain on the liquid funds.
Again, when NPWe declines, due to either fall in Nl'
or rise in
rise in

we,

we,

or comparative higher fall in NP or comparative larger

the impact of tbe NP as a source becomes much. weak.

ratio climbs up during the boom periods of safer profit-taking.

This
But

sucn a tendency is not desirable as the funds generated because of
higher margin of profits are directly streamlined towards fixed
assets.
NPWe discloses (Table - IV.2) an equal distribution
of the negative and the positive signs.
negative values of the parameter

we

The former is because of

and, the latter, for the rest

period (1978-81) is because of negativity of both the variables.

.As

We is negative throughout the period under review, a scrutin;y of the
NPWC, looking-over the negative signs, indicate a decline in the
val.ue of this ratio.

:!:he gradual. fal.l after JB77 is due to fal.l

~

market price of tea in consecutive years and the peak (1977) was
reached because of cyclical. boom; the industry consequently deflated
and diminished t!e potentiality to promote the flows in

we.

It has

been gathered that a number of firms are adding to the \vC by selling
part of the estates.

Although Tea Board is providing subsidY and

loan for replantation, rejuvenation and extension programmes, on an
average 60,8 per cent of the
themselves.

we

requirement is to be met by the firms
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BI.FICITY OF WORKING CA!'ITAL
The ratio net profit to working capital provides a

somewhat vague relationship,

The theory of profit elasticity of

we (:!'eWC) does not hold good alike that of SeWC,

The profit elas-

ticity of working capital (PeWC) may be termed as the ratio of prt
portionate change in we to the proportionate change in NP over
given period of time.

E

The relationship can be shown as:

PeWC

The PeWC 1s not only a function of profitabUitr but
also the working capital turnover.

Thus PeWC will Vflll'l w:l.tll a

change in eitller (NP/NS) or (NS/WC) or botll.

If A Wi:).61P, it

iJ;ldicates that funds have been obtained from sotU'Ces other tlu\!1 Jlll',O
When PeWC) 1, it implies that proportionate char~ge

in we bears little relationship with that of the proportionate
change in NP,

Thus, an increase in NP might be utilised for non.

cost items, or it might remain, under-utilised or un.utUised con..
tributing very little or nothing in the formation of We; or funds
have been supplied to

we other than from the fixed zone (i.e.

FL)

we to swell up; or funds of we have been diverted for the
creation of assets in fixed zone causing the we to deplete.
causing
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Again, when PeWC

<

1, it denotes quite opposite teitdl

to the above.
The PeWC of Terai Tea Industry (Table-'IV .5) reveals tbat
the movement of this ratio is not an encouraging one.
t(BLL~

Profit

el,astic~ty

Yfar
1975
1976

:cy.s

or

wor!ring caR1ta1.

I

PeWC
0.6796
(.;)

2.3224

1977
1978

1.1376

(-)

0.2364

1979

o.oo97

1980

0.0268

1981

(-)

o.l620

The PeWC indicates an alternate rise and fall save. that
of the last year (1981) and reveals,by and large, a declining trend
after reaching its peak value (l977).

This is dramatic because of

its accompaniahment with pre and past years' negative values.

The

peak was due to spurt in price because of demand factor leading tO";
an aggressive rise contributing largely to the CA through the
differentials.
The PeWC in Terll! has never kept pace w1 th its mean value
(0.2275).

The co-efficient of variation (4.3578) clearly reveals

how widely the values fluctuate.

~

continuous increase in lasses

incurred has reduced the values of this ratio to such an extent
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(from 1977),
1977.

It has never reached a value above Ullity except during

To run the industry, therefore, the companies had to obtain

funds externally as existing funds stood draineCL-'out through sales
mainly because of lower prices; decreased volume of output due to the
'

long svell of

draught had also its contribution.

not support the 1-IC,

Thus, the NP did

The ratio values fluctuate from its mean value

(0,2275} by 0.9914 times and the co-efficient of variations (4,3578}
is comparatively much larger.
A furtte r test to the nature of profit elasticity of

we has been done by styling the new ratio as 1 PeWC {New) 1 {TableIV ,6),

It is also 111te that of the previous -one {Table.;.IV,4) 8XId

has been worked out by taking cognizance of inflow to and- cmtil.olt'
from OA to fixed zones ioeo transfer of long term funds for tbe

Ujlll

as OA and transfer of funds from OA for the creation of FA and fcr
the retirement of FL. (EmiBIT~' II I),

I

1975
19'76
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

0,5525
0.1325
3.8564
0.0780
(-') 6.0423
{-') Oo2239_
0,0667
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This 'Pel1e (New)' also reveals more or less the same
character but is more categorical in pin pointing the movement of
this ratio and indicates the actual impact of NP over we.
value is in the same year (1979).
fluctuate 1.3345 times

rrwn

The peak

The values of the variablts

its mean value (0.6314) with a co-effi-

e ient of variation of 2.1135 and, thus indicate an external influence
on inflow and outflow of We from a different zone other than the
current one.

!iKI! FUND ELAS!!ICM OF WC.
Though the amount of depreciation is subtracted to
arrive at NP to ascertain net inflow of funds in a given period it
need be added. back because of its non-cash nature.
tion as a source adds considerably to the size of we.

The depreciS.:
Usually

depreciation is added back to the figure of NP to find out the total
inflow of funds for a given p<r iod over time.

This can be shown

as:

we

= r

(Net Fund Flow) t;

=

(NP + Depreciation) t;

f

The operational activities contribute to we through the
element of profit margin and by the liquidation of part of FA into
CA.

:!:he sum total of liP and Depreciation can be linked with we to

measure the degree of influence of 'net fund' flows on we.

:!:he net

fund elasticity of we (NFeWe) provides a measure of responsiveness
of we to net fund (NF).
NFeWe

= (AW<;/We)
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The NF has direct bearing upon We as the former represents
the internal sources onJ.y and, therefore, under normal circumstances
must be equal to the latter and, if there be any change in the
former, that must correspond the changes in the latter.

As a resUlt

NFeWC shall always be equal to unity.
When NFeWC) 1, it implies that the size of N'F is smaller
than we and change in VIC does not correspond to the changes in NF,
The latter element indicates the influence on the size of We by
elements other than those of the current zone.
Likewise, when NFeiW l:1, it indicates just the opposite
of the condition when NFeWe

<1 and at the same time pin points tlaat

in the contribution to the size of

we,

sources other than NF is pro-'

minent and other might have been diversion of NF towards fixed asset
zone.
The NFeWC or Terai Tea IndUstry (Table-'IV.7) 1s quite
inelastic save that of three years (1975 to 1977).
l

Net

AJ»tli: -'

IV, :Z

Fund Bl.ast1c1ty of Working Capitli!l
Year

1975
ll976

1977
1978
1979
1980

1981

I

NFeWC

1.1618
(-') 1.2634
1.8653
(-') 0.7239
<-') 0.4243
0.0061
H Oo3225

1'20
The NFeWC of Terai Tea IndUstry widely fluctuates
(co.;efficient or variation 23.7845) from its mean value (0.0427)
indicating its elasticity either above or below the unity level and,
thus, reveal that funds are being channelised to or pumped out rraa

we for non-'current zones.
The NFeWC signifies that depreciation as a source of
internal fund is comparatively much prominent as PeWC is comparal;iveJ.y
less elastic than NFeWC except that or 1977, 1979 and 1980.

During

1977 the prominance of PeWC is due to profit taking because of market
demand factor caused by cyclical boom in Tea.

In latter two years,

the value of WC was inflated because of injection of funds from longterms sources leading to a sizeable increase in the value of the

numerator.
To verify the actual condition of NFeWC a fUrther test,
eliminating funds tnat were transferred to and fran current zone to
fixed zones, eittler for operational activities or to retire outstanding long-'term debts or to improve the agro..:'aetivities (cult!-'
vation), has been carried out styling the ratio as "NFeWC
The following table (IV.8) incorporates these resuits.

(Please see next page)

(New)~.
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:1: Af!I·i...' IVI 8

!iet Fund

?1 aatj,p;j,ay ot Wo~i.ng

QaDi tal

• NFeWC (New) •

Year

1975

0.9446

1976

0.1471

1977

~.0973

1978

0.2387

1979

Oo1799

1980

(-) 0.0508

1981

0.1327.

The •NFeWC (New) 1 discloses a position different traa
that of the unadjusted one.
inelastic.

A comparison of

Except for the .year 1977 it is quite
1 NFe\W

(New)' with that of the

1 PeWC

(New)' makes it very clear that •JWeWC (New)' is more elastic tha.ll!.
the

1

PeWC (New) 1 (Table IV.6) and by imPlication signifies that

depreciation, a non..cash item has been a prom1.nent source' of ·
internal funds.

A much larger value in one year only (1977) 1!1

due to heavy contribution of NP on account of profit-taking.

Tbe

mean value (1.0334) has been much influenced by the ·profit-taking
(1977).

Houever 1 the ratio values fluctuate about 1,5425 times

from the mean due to the distribution pattern of NP CAnneXJJ:re I

<=>J.

Again,

we

internal conversion.

is closely related to sales, which involves
Sale proceeds pruned and cut to sizes by the

expenses involved <:iva the true value of NP.

Hence NP refers to

final residue of sales revenue which obviously have little impact
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on we.

(E:xl:liBIT"'l;U &

tl/).

'Pbe considerable gap between •SeVIC !New)' (Table-IV.4)
and 'NFe\IC , . ) I (Table-I'l.8) dernonestrates that sales elasticity

of

WC is directly cOnnected with the current filllds and the NFeUe with
the fixed zone filllds; and

l-Ie

relates to current zone directly and

remotely with the fixed zone.
The study of elasticities leads us to conclude that
the depreciation was a prominent source for internal generation
funds and the NP has never been a prominent source of we.

or

As internal

generation of filllds has been in-sufficient, external sources have been
applied for the creation of filllds in the current zone, as Well as, we
have b&&n applied to retire long-term debts.

or

balanced size

of current fund is a distant hopEij. rather not possible.

The practice

In Terai Tea industry the possibility

of the management to divert we, to which depreciation is the prime
source, goes against the basic tenets of the

'Vlee

use of funds' as

there will be wider gaps between future value of depreciation fund
anfl the replacement value itself; the present value of future filllds is
being reduced by diversion of funds.

Considering the present shrink-

age in the value of depreciation fillld there will be serious problems
to meet the future demand for funds for replacements.

The tea

Companies in Terai seem to be not much interested, and not keenlY
aware as well, of this fact.

m

WOWH }'IOBKING CAfl'Ut. RAiUD·

The value of

we

is determined

as

tbe excess of CA over
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cr..

All increase in short-term assets through

i~s

counterpart CL does

not improve the we fund as they cancel out each. other.
WC is dependent on the long-term sources ...:
nal.

Therefore,

both external and inter-

The former represents long-term debts and latter indicate the

owrur s equity i.e, NW.
original source of WC

Amongst these two the Btl is the prime and
"A larger proportionate part,

~

not all, of

the more regUlar or permanent wor!ting capital (WC) should be supplied
by the stock holders, either throu~ the sale

or

capital stock or
(7)

through the reinvestment of earnings in the business•.

The re-invest-

ment of profit i.e. Ploughing back, increases the size but propo~
nately becomes the part of we also.

lloW\liver, the NW th.ough contain-

ing both the Equity and the Reserve Funds does not normally contribute
much to we as Equity cannot be raised, every now and then, in terms
of the needs

or

we.

Besides, the required fund for We cannot be

obtained from the profit-in-past that has alraady been merged with the

v/e indicating an utilized fund already included in We.
:Chus owner's equity as a source to meet we requirements cannot be relied upon by· any industry because of its inelastic
character.

Again

we created out of owner's equity cannot be utilised

for repayments when there is abundance,
:Che relationship between NW and we originates froin
the very essence of accounting conventions.
ciples lay down that:

The accounting prin..
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Liabilities

=

NW + FL + CL

= FA + CA

or

NW + FL

=

or

!M

or

NW + FL

= FA+ 1

IM + FL )

=

Assets

Therefore,

or

= !A

1-(

tJc

FA+ NW + FL

Ire

or

;rn

FA= 1

m;

WcliC :

(given, CA> CL)

;rn

We

or

·"'c

wtr,

FA+ eA- eL

1m

FA

;rn

= 1

•••••••••••••••(a)

- (NW + FL)

m;

••••••••••••••• (b)

we

The equation (a) represents structural comb1Dat10D of
and the equation (b) is indicative of the proportional sources of

fund for

we

fran fixed zons and long-term sources (external),

TABLE .;.• IV, 9
Ratig Ill J.1111o1:-~erm (f!;&J;!i£1lill
Qaptt§1

Year
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

'NWW'C (New) 1

1.9798
3.0708
4.5493
5,2372

sours,,

I

of' Working

'FLWC (New) 1

3.4589
1.8518
1.6910

0.4368
0.2907
0.1994
0.2065
1.1224
1.3323
2.0300

4.6029

2.8785
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The aggreiate

workilic capital of the sample Ullits of Terai

tea industry throughout the period under review discloses a l}egative
!JaliiDI!e C.~tnnexxu:e-I (:x:x:l.ii)J.

Hence, the ratios of

NWWe would

display negative values throughout the period, except dUring 1981
when both the variables of this ratio acquired negative values

{l.rme=e -' I (xxx11i)

and Annexure-! (:x:x:l.ii)J.

condition with FLWe (Table-II.3).

SimUar is the

As the negative signs of we

indicate non..'o:xistence of the fund itself 1 hence only these samPle
units that disclose non..negative non.-'zero we have been considered in
1 FLWe

working out

(New)'(reference table II.5) and, net worth to We

•NWWe (New) 1 (Table-·IV.9).

as,

It could be observed

i!ld 't,se

(Table~!V.9)

that the fall (1974-77)

(1978-81) of the 'FLWe (New) 1 is equally distributed over the

peri~1 under

review whereas the 'liWWC (New)' assumed a trend of rise

for th'J first half of the period (1974-78) and fall for the rest
perici<( except in the last year (1981) when it jumped sharply.
leans~ by

The we

degrees and became Oo3357 times of its initial value (1974).

It ;l'ttuated from its mean by 11.5240 times with co-efficient of
variation of 0.3890.

Thus, the condition of we in absolute terms

1.

becciJioe very much alarming.

The FL and NV moved in opposite direction;

l,-

w!li.l#.~ the former (in absolute terms) increased by 2o2l22 times with
a mean value of 28.6725 lakhs nuctuating by 72.00 per cent of its
mean value, the llW (in absolute terms) decreased by 1.2813 times with
a mean value of 87.5688 lakhs nuctuating 0.2428 times CAnnexures I
(vi) and (xxxiii)J.
that

1 FLvle

(lfew) 1 and

On

the whole it coUld be observed(Table-IV.9)

1 NI-1We

(New)• moved in opposite direction except
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that of one year (1981) because of opposite movement of tneir numera...
tors themselves.

The tligner values of

1

NWC (New)' clearly indicate

its greater importance as a source of fund for
rupee of

we,

we.

For every one

tnere was 3.3052 rupees of NW and 1.0620 rupees of FL.

But the increasing FL compared with declining NW indicates that FL
has been a prominent source of

we

o~er

than the NW itself despite

internally generated funds, like depreciation and provisional
were put to uses for current operations.

reserves~

The tea companies in Terai

are found to be disinclined to adopt a meaningful policy to manage
the working capital,

To get rid of the pressing shortage of We they

usually prefer to use tne funds from long-term borrowings.

It hardly

need empnasis that to avoid the risk of insolvency there is the need
for rational policy and scientific decision for the management of
working capital in Terai tea industry,

••••••••••••••••••
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